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Focals

• Live the life of a spider: walk on walls and 
ceilings, catch and eat bugs, and pick the best 
place to build your web

• Unique web-building mechanic lets you craft your 
custom web step by step

• Eat your way to greater strength and obtain your 
goals to progress through the story



  

Summary
Spider is a 2D, side-scrolling action/simulation game where the player takes on the role of a spider.  The player 

moves around a cut-away 2D view of an “open world” (really just 1-3 levels which represent rooms of a house 
or barn) by walking on walls and ceilings or using webs for shortcuts.   Once they find a suitable location, the 
player can use a cool, gravity-defying, touch- and tilt-based mechanic to design their own web by building it 
one thread at a time.  The world is populated only by insects and you, so the next step is waiting or better yet 
actively luring insects into your web.  Get up close and personal to suck the life out of your prey, which 
replenishes your resources and grows your size.  Different types of insects have different behaviors and 
movements, which means you’ll have to build different webs in different places to catch them. It’s not hard to 
maintain a baseline level of survival, but you have to prove your capabilities to grow larger, progress through 
the story, and win.

Story – you weren’t always a spider.  One day you were in the wrong place at the wrong time and become the 
victim of a horrible curse.  Um… let’s say you were making a good faith house call to a reclusive neighbor 
rumored to be a witch.  Now you’re a spider, and once you figure out how to survive, you can start figuring out 
how to get yourself out of this mess and maybe even exact your revenge.

Game design focals:
  - Use the abilities of a spider: walk on walls, eat insects, build webs, 

live it up.
  - Express yourself with your web design: make a crazy web, make 

the most realistic web, make one that says “some pig” etc..
  - Gaming the system in terms of web design, placement, resource 

management, and other mechanics to obtain insects (or 
equivalent goals), grow in strength, and progress through the 
story



  

Look, Sound, and Feel
• Avoid the dusty old “fairytale” feel implied by the fiction. 

Instead it’s crisp, fresh, and modern.  You were a regular 
dude from the real world with great taste. Now you’re a 
spider.

– Imagine “hip new music” soundtracks for VWs, iPods, etc. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvaB88lITKU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kAqjtRCfsM 

– Would be cool to rock a little dynamic soundtrack action where 
the web building score is different than the “waiting for bugs” 
score, etc..

• Maybe a “photorealistic” vibe.  The background is depth of 
field / out-of-focus, realistic looking, modern, domestic 
settings.  Your spider is pretty realistic, too… it doesn’t 
have highly articulated googley eyes or anything. Your web 
has really nice effects where it catches the light and stuff.  

• Not straight nature show, though - I think it’s probably a 
little bit more personality / anthropomorphic than pure 
realism/science, eg – the insects kind of seem expressive 
when they are trapped in your web, etc..

Blurry DOF backgrounds

Swap Bone for spider

Realistic spiderRealistic bugs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvaB88lITKU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvaB88lITKU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvaB88lITKU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kAqjtRCfsM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kAqjtRCfsM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kAqjtRCfsM


  

Customize your spider

• Mix and match a 
couple different 
geometry types, a 
handful of textures.
– Including evil black 

spiders with glowing 
red eyes and fangs?



  

Walking Around, 1/4
By default your spider clings to 
whatever surface his feet are on

Clinging to floor
Tilt the phone to make 
him walk “downhill”

1

2



  

Walking Around, 2/4
Transition from 

floor to wall

Walking along 
the wall

3

4



  

Walking Around, 3/4

Transitioning 
the convex corner

Walking on the
floor again

5 6

7



  

Walking Around 4/4

• Walking is “gravity agnostic” – works 
the same way for walls, floors, ceilings.

• Tilting at a steeper angle to the current 
surface walks faster

• I like that spider more or less remains at 
a level orientation in the center as a fixed 
observer while the world rotates around 
him – seems like it captures the feel of 
walking on arbitrary surfaces.

• Note that world rep is just cut-away 
collision surfaces, eg – 

• You can zoom and scroll around the 
world rep to check it out distant 
locations without having to walk there.



  

Ballooning 1/2 
Say you’re on the 

ceiling but you 
want to get to 
the floor fast.

ceiling
surface

Floor 
 this way

Tap your spider
to drop a web
anchor point.

Tilt the iphone to 
dangle the 
spider from 
the anchor.  

The spider always 
dangles towards the bottom

of the screen, even when that 
doesn’t match gravity.

1

2

3

3½



  

Ballooning 2/2 
Swipe down 

(relative to spider 
orientation)

on the touch pad
to spool out thread.

Swipe up 
(relative to spider 

orientation)
on the touch pad

to spool thread back in.

If you spool out too far
your line snaps and you

ride the chunk of web like
a parachute (with limited
tilting / steering controls)
in the direction of gravity.

Freefall!

4

5

6



  

Building a web, 1/5
Web building uses 
the same mechanic

as ballooning.

Tap again to anchor 
point here.

1

2

3

ceiling



  

Building a web, 2/5
Now you can 
either cross 

the web anchor
point to stay 

on the ceiling, 
or climb 

up the web.

4

5

6a

6b
or



  

Building a web, 3/5

7
You can tap to
anchor from a 
spot on a web 
and drop again.

8

Tap to anchor
the end of this

one after 
you land on
the wall…

9

10
Threads don’t

auto-stick, they
only anchor if
you tap them.



  

Building a web, 4/5
11

Final web design.
Such proud!

12

Shake or double-tap
to access “Actions” menu

other
button

other
button

other
button

13

“web” button fills out your 
web for you if you’re lazy.

(Imagine it is made of your thread,
follows the contours you set out,

and it doesn’t look shitty.)



  

Building a web, 5/5

• Building a web has to be fun 
and fluid, not fussy or 
frustrating.  

• You’re allowed to make 
cracked out webs and still 
play.  Or make really exacting 
ones if you’ve got the 
patience. 

• You can walk along a filled-
out web pretty freeform – feels 
like being attached to a plane, 
not a line.

– The interface for choosing 
which thread/surface to walk 
along the web without 
frustrating the player  is 
probably really hard.  

– Dense web areas probably 
really do register as planes.



  

Catching Insects, 1/4
• The world starts full of different insect 

types with different properties
– Movement (Brownian motion,  back and 

forth, gliding, land/take off)
– Attractions (light, decay, windows, each 

other).  
– Repulsions (webs with crap stuck in 

them, some other stuff).
– Web defenses / resistance
– Size

• Where you put your web relative to these 
insects and other world objects 
determines how likely they are to 
blunder into your web.

– Eg – near lights and windows is good.    
In high-traffic zones is good.

– Eg – in a lonely corner is bad.
– Eg – after you’ve eaten all the insects 

hovering around the rotting meat, you 
have to pack up and move to a new spot.



  

Catching Insects, 2/4

• It’s an awesome spectacle to watch 
an insect blunder into your web – 
total reward.

• Struggling bugs vibrate your 
phone.

• If you walk over and get close 
enough, you are magnetically 
sucked into an intimate close up of 
you poised above the struggling 
insect.

– From here you can either suck it’s 
guts out directly or choose to 
cocoon it for later

– Different gestures, eg – cocooning 
is drawing spirals with your finger.

• Good times.

1

2



  

Catching Insects, 3/4

• You don’t just have to sit and 
wait, you can also use your 
“insect pheromones” to attract 
the insect over to you.

• Accessed by a button off the 
“Actions” menu, aimed by 
rotating it with your finger 
(spider doesn’t move while 
using tractor beam).

• Causes insects to fly more or 
less directly toward you.

• You can also pick up some 
portable “Attractor” objects and 
place them in/near your web.



  

Catching Insects, 4/4

• Rules about whether an insect gets stuck in your web or flies through without 
touching it.   These rules exist:

– To avoid degenerate web design (eg – one line from floor to ceiling) – your webs 
need to have density or most insects won’t get caught.

– To map different expressions of web design onto catching different insects.  Not 
sure exactly how to do this – average distance between threads?  Parallelism of 
threads?  Overall shape/size?  Length of spine threads?

• If a large insect winds up in your web and you’re a small spider, there is a 
time limit before it rips itself out, which damages the web.

• Sometimes random crap like leaves falls into the web, which repel insects 
(they see the web).  You can walk over to the crap and attach to it.  The insect-
killing view in this case maps onto cleaning the crap out of the web.

• Some environmental affordances, eg – you can do things that open windows 
or turn on/off lights, thereby changing the parameters of insect behavior.

• You can maybe build a web, then stop playing and log on later to see what 
landed in your web. Ie – time passes while you’re not playing.



  

Web Resource
• “Web” is the only resource.  It’s a meter that drains as 

you spool out web.
• When you eat live insects, you regain lots of web.

– Bigger insects regain more.
– Dead insects on the floor (which cost no web to acquire) 

will regain a small amount if you run out totally.
– Cocooned insects are worth the same as when they were 

alive
• If you eat a whole insect while the resource is full, you 

push your Max Web up to the next level.  
– (similar to heart container in Zelda).
– When you’re doing well, this is a fairly common 

occurrence. 
• If Max Web is raised enough times, you proceed to the 

next size of spider.
– You start smallest, and increase in size until your web can 

hold very large prey (like lizards and birds!)
• You can also do a one-touch “consume last thread” 

from the Actions menu that makes you eat your most 
recent thread, which replenishes your Web resource

– Real spiders do this
– Doubles as an undo function.

• Note you can employ different strategies – eg: save up 
and try to maintain several webs, keeping them repaired 
and cleaned.



  

Gameplay Longevity
• Basic

– Experiment with building different webs in different places
– Get larger, thereby earn access to bigger insects, or insects with more challenging parameters
– Exploration:  you start in one room but can do things to find openings to other rooms (cracks in ceiling, under 

doors, etc.) – but only after you’ve earned them.
• Has the risk of being kind of flat and not being worth continuous play without…

• Story
– Sometimes objects in the world are goals that progress the story.  At any one time, the player has the implicit 

goal of collecting exactly one special object to click the story forward one more notch.
– Eg – another person has been turned into an insect and you have to catch them to learn something about how to 

fix your curse.
– Eg – there is a spell ingredient you need to collect, but it’s past an area with aggressive, large insects, so you 

have to get bigger and kill them first.
– There is an ending – maybe you get huge and eat the witch?  Maybe you cast the anti-curse spell yourself?  

Maybe which ending depends on how you play?
– After you beat the game, you have access to “challenges” – eg: eat all insects on level 1 in < 5 minutes.  Acquire 

Achievements
– Achievements unlock more spider customization, ability to select web colors, etc.. Ie – bragging rights.

• Community
– Take screenshots of your webs and send them to friends.
– Post your Achievements up to the community forums.



  

iPhone Demographic Speculation

• The powers of a spider are pretty interesting – building 
webs, clinging to walls, cool.

• But spiders are creepy!  People are put off by them.  And 
does anyone really want to eat insects?  Gross!

• Not sure if this skews old/young, male/female?

• Worth noting that as described (with 
rotating/accelerometer, especially) this game could only 
exist on the iphone.  Adds appeal?



  

Competitive Analysis

• Spider: The Video Game on 
PS1.  I haven’t played it, but 
people say it’s pretty fun.  Not a 
high profile title.  You can walk 
on walls.  Otherwise I bet it’s a 
pretty standard action 
platformer.

• There are no spider games for 
the iphone

• Bonus note: theron is an extra 
in the spiderman 1 movie.

Spider: The Video Game

Spiderman: various video games



  

IP Opportunities

• The story can be a new 
IP or attached to a 
Universe that several of 
our company’s games 
are set in.
– Eg – if we made a 

wizard apprentice game, 
then the witch could be 
a character in that.



  

Risks / Challenges

• All in all, it’s a reasonably modest game to build.
• Tech - This is a game built primarily around a few challenging mechanics – 

the web building and walking most notably.  The interface may have to do 
some fairly  sophisticated things to make it all seem smooth and easy.

• Art - Spider and insect animations have to be good.  Adding some sparkle to 
the visuals will really help offset the repulsion factor.  But at least it’s a pretty 
finite amount of art, not an art-intensive game.

• Design – The design is pretty simple.  Some insect ecologies, a little level 
design, tuning of game mechanics. Some good writing for the story.

• The design / conceptual risks are more serious, would suck if:
– Building webs is tedious
– Eating bugs is gross
– Waiting for prey is boring
– Players too emotionally attached to abandon web and build a new one in a new spot

• Gotta solve or design around these.



  

Variations

• Multiplayer – 
– Competitive - you compete with several spiders 

controlled by other players, all trying to eat the 
insects at the same time.  More insects, but not 
enough to go around, so spiders die off, until 
only one is left?

– Cooperative – you build webs together?
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